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HOW TO INTERPRET A FIDELIORTM REPORT
This document contains examples of how journal titles could appear in a FideliorTM report.
Each example illustrates how a journal title features on the Journal Quality Continuum.
Proof of quality is drawn from inconsistencies and/or agreement between a diversity of journal sources and
their inclusion criteria.
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Green lists categorise reputable journals titles vetted by organisations, countries, or discipline-specific
bodies. When your FideliorTM report contains multiple green flags, it means that the journal titles are of:
of reputable quality
vetted and approve by list owners and organisations
of no risk and do not require further due dilligence

Orange lists categorise any list of journal titles that are identified as possibly questionable, dubious, or
pseudoscientific – typically journal titles that are incorporated in ‘Journal blacklists’. It also includes uncategorised or re-categorised titles, and discontinued or removed titles, as indicated by the compilers of the
various journal sources.
A title that appears on an orange list is, therefore, not necessarily ‘predatory’ or ‘blacklisted’ and is duly
flagged for further consideration.

“COMMUNICATION QUARTERLY”
VETTED / ACCREDITED LISTS

VETTED DISCIPLINARY LISTS

“Teven, J.J. & Hanson, T.L. 2004. The impact of teacher immediacy and perceived caring on teacher competence and trustworthiness.
Communication Quarterly, 52(1): 39–53.”
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This paper was published in 2004, fairly soon after the phenomenon of predatory publishing started
surfacing in 2000. The title is included in a variety of green lists and there are no orange flags.
Trends have shown that reputable journal titles typically appear on multiple vetted, approved, and
accredited lists. Therefore, one can use this journal confidently. The consensus among the diversity of
journal sources can be seen as proof of reputable quality.

“BRITISH JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY”
VETTED / ACCREDITED LISTS

VETTED DISCIPLINARY LISTS

RANKED / RATED IN MULTIPLE LISTS

“Ng’ambi, D., Brown, C., Bozalek, V., Gachago, D. & Wood, D. 2016. Technology enhanced teaching and learning in South African higher education – A review of a 20-year journey. British Journal of Educational Technology, 47(5): 843–858.”
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This paper was published in 2016. The title is also included in 9 green lists including the ABDC list where it
is rated as an A-level journal (see https://abdc.edu.au/research/abdc-journal-quality-list/). There are no
orange flags.
Trends have shown that reputable journal titles typically appear on multiple vetted, approved, and accredited lists. Therefore, one can use this journal confidently. The consensus among the diversity of journal
sources can be seen as proof of reputable quality.

“BRITISH JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY”
VETTED / ACCREDITED LISTS

VETTED DISCIPLINARY LISTS

RANKED / RATED IN MULTIPLE LISTS

“Skinner, B.F. 1985. Cognitive science and behaviourism. British Journal of Psychology, 76(3): 291–301”

This paper was published in 1985 long before the phenomenon of predatory publishing started surfacing in
2000. The title is also included in 14 green lists including the ABDC list where it is rated as an A-level journal
(see https://abdc.edu.au/research/abdc-journal-quality-list/). There are no orange flags.
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Trends have shown that reputable journal titles typically appear on multiple vetted, approved, and accredited lists. Therefore, one can use this journal confidently. The consensus among the diversity of journal
sources can be seen as proof of reputable quality.

“INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PHYTOREMEDIATION”
VETTED / ACCREDITED LISTS

VETTED DISCIPLINARY LISTS

“McCroskey, J.C., Valencic, K.M. & Richmond, V.P. 2004. Toward a general model of instructional communication. International Journal of Phytoremediation, 52(3): 197–210”
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This paper was published in 2004 shortly after the phenomenon of predatory publishing started surfacing in
2000. The title is also included in 9 green lists. There are no orange flags.
Trends have shown that reputable journal titles typically appear on multiple vetted, approved, and
accredited lists. Therefore, one can use this journal confidently. The consensus among the diversity of
journal sources can be seen as proof of reputable quality.
The report examples within this document were generated with journal data from September 2021
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